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Abstract
Nonlinear vibration analysis of dynamic response of carbon nanotube has created noble attention globally because of their 
properties and applications in tomorrow’s society. In this study, vibration of single-walled carbon nanotubes resting on 
elastic foundation with magnetic and thermal effects under the influence of Casimir force is presented. The beam is model 
on the basis of Eringen’s nonlocal elasticity theory and Euler-Bernoulli beam theory which are used to derive the governing 
nonlinear partial differential equation of motions. The governing nonlinear partial differential equation is decomposed 
after introducing dimensionless parameters into ordinary differential equation using Galerkin decomposition method 
and the resulting equation is solve analytically using Homotropy Perturbation Method. Simulations reveal that, effects of 
parameters on dynamic responses which are studied and discussed in full details.
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Introduction
The dynamic response analysis of nanotube (CNTs) has created attention owing to their excellent potential properties and usage in 
fields of nanoscience, mechanical and electrical engineering since the evolution of the tiny materials decades ago. Consequently, re-
search into nonlinear vibrational and unreliability analysis of fluid conveying double walled carbon nanotubes on elastic spring 
foundation has been presented [20]. Furthermore, non-local elastic and Euler-Bernoulli beams theories were used in modeling the 
nonlinear system. Another research work investigated stability of pinned-pinned supports double-walled carbon nanotubes convey-
ing flow in its inner tube which considered vdW interactions between the adjacent tube layers [6]. Euler elastic beam model was use 
to studied the dynamic stability response of the nonlinear system under investigation. An investigation into the flexural nonlinear 
vibration analysis of curved SWCNTs embedded in spring foundation using non-local Euler-Bernoulli beams model has been car-
ried out [11]. A research work employed analytical method to investigate surface effects on vibration and instabilities of fluid convey-
ing tubes fixed in viscoelastic foundation [19]. Investigation has been carried out on the stability of zigzag, chiral, and armchair sin-
gle-walled carbon nanotubes resting on Winkler elastic medium under both lower and higher temperature environment [16]. A 
presentation has been published on the nonlinear vibration behaviour of single-walled carbon nanotube [18]. The SWCNT is mod-
eled as a pinned-pinned supports beam fixed into the elastic foundation and Euler Bernoulli beam theory was used to developed the 
nonlinear equations of motions. The resulting nonlinear governing equation of motions was solved using homotopic perturbation 
method (HPM) and elliptical functions. Moreso, obtained results of elliptical functions were compared with those obtained with 
HPM analysis and effects of elastic parameters, axial force, flow velocity as well as variations between linear and nonlinear frequen-
cies were fully investigated. Vibrational analysis of single-walled carbon nanotube fixed in polymer matrices and aroused by vdW 
force using elasticity beam model has been studied [7]. The interfacial van der Waals force was described by non-linear functions in 
term of deflection of carbon nanotubes using distinct ends supports and harmonical balance method. This resulting system was 
found to be sensitively to boundary conditions, tube diameter and lengths of the fixed CNTs. Furthermore, the influences of axial 
load on the vibration behaviors of CNTs during post-buckling were fully discussed. A nonlinear model for free vibrational analysis 
of SWCNTs conveying fluid has been put forward [2]. For the analysis, the study employed numerical simulation via von-Kármán 
geometric nonlinearity and Eringen non-local elasticity theories. Furthermore, the single-walled carbon nanotube was modelled in 
form of nanobeams where effect of transverse shear deformation and rotary inertia are considered within the framework of Timos-
henko beams theory. Again, nonlinear governing equation of motion and end supports conditions were modelled with Hamilton’s 
principle and solved by analytically. The critical flow velocity, frequency amplitude relationship with flutter and divergence instabili-
ty and associated time responses were obtained using the above methodology. An investigation into the stability of periodical hetero-
geneous carbon nanotubes conveying fluid has been performed and reported [5]. The study used Euler-Bernoulli beam’s theory to 
derived the nonlinear governing equation of motions of the system. Afterwards, dynamical stiffness method (DSM) analysis was 
employed to determine the stability and critical fluid velocity of the hetero carbon nanotubes. In conclusion, the parametric studies 
performed using the results, reveal that with proper selection of parameters such as length-ratio, stability of constructed carbon 
nanotubes can be enhanced. The phenomenon of static and buckled analyses of carbon nanotube with developed non-local contin-
uum model and small-scale effects were explicitly derive for bending deformations of carbon nanotube subjected to flexural loading 
conditions [12]. A detailed discussions on several derivative of flexural term for the carbon nanotube from existing experimental 
works were provided. An exploration into the effects of non-local elasticity theory on electromechanical behaviors of SWCNTs under 
electrostatic actuation has been carried out [8]. Similarly, a study on the dynamic stability of CNTs embedded in elastic matrix under 
the influence of time dependent axially loaded system has been performed [1]. The effects of longitudinally induced magnetic fields 
on transverse vibration of SWCNTs conveying fluid under non-local elasticity theory and non-local beam model have been scruti-
nized [9]. Another study investigated chaotical behavior of single-walled carbon nanotube with linearly and nonlinearly damping 
system using Hamilton’s principle and Galerkin’s method of analysis [17]. In another research, the vibration instability characteristic 
of double walled carbon nanotubes under several configurations has been studies with hybrid approaches [13]. The studied depict 
that curving instability takes place through formation of single-kink in mid-point of DWCNTs or double-kink, place symmetrically 
at mid-point, depending on both the length and the diameter of the CNTs under investigation. Variational principles have been em-
ployed to analyze the stability of multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNTs) with different mechanical loads based on non-local 
elasticity of Donnell's shell [10]. The nonlinear transient behaviors of the carbon nanotube, fiber and polymer composites of spheric 
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shells contained in central cutout of the system have been explored [14]. The multi-scale analysis was used to determine the nano-
tube’s weight-ratios, thickness-radius-ratios, thickness length-ratios of nanotube and cutout sizes respectively. Report has been made 
on how SWCNT revolutionized world of nanotechnology with their exceptionally proprieties which made them to be core to several 
application in various field of engineering and nanoengineering. Moreso, several studies have been conducted to investigated these 
proprieties since their discoveries decades ago. Again, free vibrational analysis of single walled carbon nanotubes was studied in 
elasticity environments based on Eringen non-local theory of elastic and was solved by differential quadrature method (DQM) [3]. 
The vibration analysis of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) with incorporated longitudinally magnetic fields have been 
studied using Euler-Bernoulli beam and Eringen’s nonlocal elastic theories [15]. Recently, a research work analyzed the dynamic re-
sponse of single wall carbon nanotube partially fixed with elastic foundation via Euler Bernoulli beam and non-local elasticity theo-
ries. An analytical technique was adopted to solved the governing partial differential equation of motion of the nanotube structures. 
Then, the influences of temperature, non-local parameter and coefficients of elasticity of foundation were analyzed and discussed 
extensively during parametric studied. Finally, the obtained results show that, temperature effects, non-local parameter and coeffi-
cients of elasticity foundation are important on the natural frequency of carbon nanotubes [4]. Other relevant studies on the model-
ling and analysis of nanotubes have been presented [21-26] The potential applications of nanotubes have been elaborated. However, 
to the best of our knowledge, previous studies have neglected analytical approach towards investigating the vibration of nanotubes 
with thermal-magnetic effects and Casimir force acting simultaneously. Motivated by the aforementioned gap, this present study 
presents vibration of SWCNT resting on elastic foundation with magnetic and thermal effects under the influence of Casimir force. 
The results of this study will contribute immensely to the advancements in nanotechnology, mechanical engineering and other rele-
vant fields

Formulation of  Model
The formulation of nonlinear governing equation of motion under consideration of single walled carbon nanotube resting on 
Winkler-type elastic medium is presented in Eq. (1). The problem was modelled on the basis of Eringen’s nonlocal elasticity theory 
couple with Euler Bernoulli Beams theory. The longitudinal magnetic field of Maxwell’s equation is also adopted.

The Winkler foundation usually represented as wΚ  can denotes for both linear Winkler and nonlinear Winkler type elastic 
foundation. That is, wΚ = 3

1 3k w k w+ , where 1k w is the linear Winkler and 3
3k w is the nonlinear Winkler type. Substituting into 

equation (1) gives:

Also, Pasternak type foundation is acting on the system as 
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Solving right side of equation (4) becomes;

By series expansion of righthand side of equation (5) becomes;

Substituting equation (6) and (7) into equation (5) yield;

Where: I is Moment of inertia, E is Modulus of elasticity, m is Mass of tube per unit length, η is Magnetic fields permeability,  

xΗ  is Magnetic fields strength, A is Cross-sectional area, K is foundation stiffness, 0e is Nonlocal materials constant, a is Internal 
characteristics length of the tube,  w is Displacement,  L is Length of the tube, t is Time,  x is Cartesian axis, h is Plank constant, c is 
Speed of sound, b is Width of the tube and d is Diameter of the tube.

However, this study analysis dynamic responses of a single walled carbon nanotubes with the following  displacements boundaries 
conditions:
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For pinned pinned supports (P-P) tube,

For clamped clamped supports (C-C) tube,

For a clamped pinned supports (C-P) tube,

For a clamped free supports (C-F) tube,

Dimensionless variables are;

Applying dimensionless variables of equation (13) into equation (8), yield;

Equation (14) is the resulting nonlinear partial differential equations of motion;

Converting Governing Equation from PDE into ode using Galerkin Decomposition Method 

For convenience, equation (14) is converted into ordinary differential equation using step-by-step Galerkin decomposition method. 
This procedure allows the deflection of the CNTs to be represented in the form of product of two independent functions as shown;

Where ( )Xφ  is the shape function as expressed in table 1, is a function selected to satisfied the boundaries conditions.

Recall that Galerkin one parameter at a time transform is stated as;
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Cases                                                                                                 Mode shape,  ( )xφ  Value of 

 1. Simply support                                                                                                                     π

2. Clamped-Clamped support                                                                                           4.730041

 3. Clamped-Simply support                                                                                              3.926602

4. Clamped-Free support                                                                                                    1.87510

Table 1:  The basic functions corresponding to above boundaries conditions
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Where ( ),R X τ is the nonlinear equation. Applying equation (16) to the governing nonlinear partial differential equations of motion 
of equation (14), step-by-step as shown below:
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Where the coefficient is defined as:

Method of Solutions
The homotopic perturbation method was first introduced by Ji Huan, in 1998. This method becomes famous and more acceptable as 
an elegance tool in the hand of several researchers due to it simplicity in nature and gives rise to high effective solution of complex 
nonlinear problem in several diversify areas of sciences and technological based knowledge. To illustrate this general procedure, 
consider a general nonlinear partial differential equation of the forms;

where Α  is a general differential operator, Β  a boundary operator, ( )f r  a known analytical function and Γ is the boundary of the 
domainΩ . In general, one can divide the operator Α  into two parts: linear and non- linear. That means
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LΑ = + Ν                                                                                                                                    (20)

where L  is linear and Ν  is non-linear.

Hence, equation (2.1) can now be rewritten as

By the homotopy technique, one can construct a homotopy in the following way [ ]( , ) : 0,1v r p x RΩ → which satisfies

Or

where [0,1]p∈ ] is an embedding parameter, 0u  is an initial approximation which satisfies the boundary conditions.

The changing process of p from zero to unity is just that of ( , )v r p from 0 ( )u r  to ( )u r . In topology, this is called deformation and 

0( ) ( )L v L u−  and ( ) ( )v f rΑ − are called homotopy. According to the HPM, we can first use the embedding parameter p as a 
"small parameter" and assume that the solution be written as a power series in p

The combination of the perturbation and homotopic method is called the homotopy perturbation method (HPM), which has 
eliminated limitations of the traditional perturbation methods. On the other hand, this method has full merit of the traditional 
perturbation method. 

Applying homotopy perturbation method on ordinary differential equation of equation (17) and divide   through by m yield;

Apply, HPM on equation (34) becomes:
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Substitute equation (32) & (33) into equation (31), yield;

Expanding equation (34) and collecting all terms with the same order of p together, the following  resulting equations appears in 
form of polynomial in power of p are obtain. Where, iu and 2

iω ,  0,1,2,...i =  and equated same to zero as shown below;

Subject to: 0 (0)U = Α   and 0 (0) 0U =

Subject to:  1 (0) 0U =  and 1 (0) 0U =  

Using initial conditions in equation (35) which give the solution as;

0 0cos( )V A tω=                                                                 (37)

Substituting the value of equation (37) into equation (36) yields;
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Performing trigonometric identities function on equation (38) gives;

Neglecting secular terms in equation (39) becomes;

For the Model Stability Analysis

Therefore, frequency ratio is obtained as;

Substituting gives;
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Substituting yields;

Solving equation (39) and neglecting secular terms with the boundary conditions;

Adding the series solutions yield;

Therefore, deflection for each of four boundary conditions are obtained using equation (15) above;
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For pinned-pinned supports (P-P), deflection becomes;

For clamped-clamped supports (C-C), deflection becomes;

For clamped-pinned supports (C-P), deflection becomes;

For clamped-free supports (C-F), deflection becomes;
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Results and Discussion

Effect of Thermal Term on Frequency Ratio-Amplitude Curves for Different End Conditions

Figure 1: Show effects of thermal term on nondimensional 
amplitude-frequency ratio on pinned-pinned supports

Figure 2: Show effects of thermal term on nondimensional amplitude-
frequency ratio amplitude-frequency ratio on clamped-clamped 
supports

Figure 3: Show effects of thermal term on nondimensional 
amplitude-frequency ratio amplitude-frequency ratio on 
clamped-pinned supports

Figure 4: Show effects of thermal term on nondimensional 
amplitude-frequency ratio amplitude-frequency ratio on 
clamped-free supports
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Figure 1, 2, 3 and 4 show influences of thermal term of different boundaries conditions on nondimensional amplitude-frequency 
ratio curve of vibration of single walled carbon nanotube resting on spring medium with magnetic and thermal effects under the 
influence of Casimir force. However, the figures show that, as thermal term increase from zero to maximum values frequency-ratio 
decrease towards linear system. This shows that for CNTs structure to gained stability, thermal term must be kept at both maximum.

Effect of Linear Foundation Coefficient on Frequency Ratio-amplitude Curves For Different End 
Conditions

Figure 5: show effects of linear Winkler foundation term on 
nondimensional amplitude-frequency ratio on pinned-pinned 
supports

Figure 6: show effects of linear Winkler foundation term on 
nondimensional amplitude-frequency ratio on clamped-
clamped supports

Figure 7: show effects of linear Winkler foundation term on 
nondimensional amplitude-frequency ratio on clamped-pinned 
supports

Figure 8: show effects of linear Winkler foundation term on 
nondimensional amplitude-frequency ratio on clamped-free 
supports
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Figure 5, 6, 7 and 8 show influence of different boundary conditions of linear Winkler-type elastic medium on nondimensional 
amplitude-frequency ratio curve of vibration of single walled carbon nanotubes resting on elastic foundation with magnetic and 
thermal effects under the influence of Casimir force. However, figure 5 depict that, linear Winkler elastic medium increase from zero 
to maximum, its corresponding frequency-ratio decrease towards linear system. Figure 6 depict that, linear Winkler elastic medium 
increase from zero to maximum, frequency-ratio increase as well. Figure 7 depict that, linear Winkler elastic medium increase from 
zero to maximum, frequency-ratio increases and decreases toward linear system when the Winkler medium is 100. Figure 8 depict 
that, linear Winkler elastic medium increases from zero to maximum, frequency-ratio decrease towards linear system. Which mean 
that the stability should be kept at maximum in selecting foundation.

Effect of Nonlinear Foundation Constant on Frequency Ratio-Amplitude Curves for Different End 
Conditions

Figure 9: show effects of nonlinear Winkler foundation 
term on nondimensional amplitude-frequency ratio on 
pinned-pinned supports

Figure 10: show effects of nonlinear Winkler foundation term 
on nondimensional amplitude-frequency ratio on clamped-
clamped supports

Figure 11: show effects of nonlinear Winkler foundation term 
on nondimensional amplitude-frequency ratio on clamped-
pinned supports

Figure 12: show effects of nonlinear Winkler foundation term 
on nondimensional amplitude-frequency ratio on clamped-
free supports
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Figure 9, 10, 11 and 12 show influence of different boundary conditions of nonlinear Winkler elastic medium on nondimensional 
amplitude-frequency ratio curve of vibration of single-walled carbon nanotubes resting on elastic foundation with magnetic and 
thermal effects under the influence of Casimir force. Figure 9, 10, 11 and 12 depict that as nonlinear Winkler elastic medium increase 
from zero to maximum, there is corresponding increase in frequency-ratio except for clamped-free supports which remain constants 
despite the increase in nonlinear Winkler foundation. This shows that for CNTs structure to gained stability, nonlinear Winkler 
elastic foundation must be kept at minimum. 

Effect of Pasternak Foundation Constant on Frequency Ratio-Amplitude Curves for Different End 
Conditions

Figure 13: show effects of Pasternak foundation term on 
nondimensional amplitude-frequency ratio on pinned-
pinned supports

Figure 14: show effects of Pasternak foundation term on 
nondimensional amplitude-frequency ratio on clamped-
clamped supports

Figure 15 : Show effects of Pasternak foundation term on 
nondimensional amplitude-frequency ratio on clamped-
pinned supports Figure 16: show effects of Pasternak foundation term 

on nondimensional amplitude-frequency ratio on 
clamped-free supports
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Figure 13, 14, 15 and 16 show influence of Pasternak elastic medium of different boundaries conditions on nondimensional 
amplitude-frequency ratio curve of vibration of single walled carbon nanotubes resting on elastic footing with magnetic and thermal 
effects under the influence of Casimir force. Figure 13, 14, 15 and 16 depict that as Pasternak elastic medium increase from zero 
to maximum, frequency-ratio decrease towards linear system. This shows that for this single walled carbon nanotubes structure to 
gained stability, Pasternak elastic medium must be kept maximum.

Effect of Magnetic Term on Frequency Ratio-Amplitude Curves for Different End Conditions

Figure 20: show effects of magnetic term on 
nondimensional amplitude-frequency ratio on 
clamped-free supports

Figure 19: show effects of magnetic term on nondimensional 
amplitude-frequency ratio on clamped-pinned supports

Figure 17: show effects of magnetic term on nondimensional 
amplitude-frequency ratio on pinned-pinned supports

Figure 18: show effects of magnetic term on nondimensional 
amplitude-frequency ratio on clamped-clamped supports
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Figure 17, 18, 19 and 20 show influence of different boundaries conditions of magnetic term on nondimensional 
amplitude-frequency ratio curve of vibration of single walled carbon nanotubes resting on elastic foundation with magnetic and 
thermal effects under the influence of Casimir force. Figures depict that, magnetic term increase from zero to maximum, its 
corresponding frequency-ratio decrease towards linear system. This shows that for single walled carbon nanotube structure to gained 
stability, magnetic term must be kept at maximum. 

Effect of Nonlocal Term on Frequency Ratio-Amplitude Curves for Different End Conditions

Figure 21 show effects of nonlocal parameter on nondimensional 
amplitude-frequency ratio on pinned-pinned supports

Figure 22: show effects of nonlocal parameter on 
nondimensional amplitude-frequency ratio on clamped-
clamped supports

Figure 23: show effects of nonlocal parameter on nondimensional 
amplitude-frequency ratio on clamped-pinned supports

Figure 24: show effects of nonlocal parameter on nondimensional 
amplitude-frequency ratio on clamped-free supports
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Figure 25, 26, 27 and 28 show influence of nonlocal parameter of different boundaries conditions on nondimensional amplitude-
frequency ratio curve of vibration of single walled carbon nanotubes resting on elastic foundation with magnetic and thermal effects 
under the influence of Casimir force. Figure 21, 22 and 23 depict that as nonlocal parameter increases from zero to maximum, 
frequency-ratio increases as well. However, in such a manner the nonlocal parameter should be kept at minimum to stabilize stability 
analysis but for figure 24, nonlocal parameter should be kept at maximum. 

 Effect of Casimir Force on Frequency Ratio-Amplitude Curves for Different End Conditions

Figure 25: show effects of Casimir force on nondimensional 
amplitude-frequency ratio on pinned-pinned supports

Figure 26: show effects of Casimir force on nondimensional 
amplitude-frequency ratio on clamped-clamped supports

Figure 27: show effects of Casimir force on nondimensional 
amplitude-frequency ratio on clamped-pinned supports

Figure 28: show effects of Casimir force on nondimensional 
amplitude-frequency ratio on clamped-free supports
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Figure 29 show influence of different boundaries conditions on nondimensional amplitude-frequency ratio curve of vibration of 
single walled carbon nanotubes resting on elastic foundation with magnetic and thermal effects under the influence of Casimir force. 
Figure 29 depict that clamped-free supports has the highest frequency ratio. The pinned-pinned and clamped-clamped supports have 
lowest frequency ratio. Therefore, this reveal that in selecting elastic medium-type, pinned-pinned or clamped-clamped supports 
which exhibit best foundation-types with lowest frequency ratio can be used to control stability of any elastic medium under this 
study.

Effect of Casimir Force on Dynamic Response

Figure 29: show effects of different boundary conditions on nondimensional amplitude-frequency ratio

Figure 30: show effects of Casimir force on nondimensional Time-Deflection curve
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Figure 30 show influence of Casimir force on time-deflection curve of vibration of single walled carbon nanotubes resting on elastic 
foundation with magnetic and thermal effects under the influence of Casimir force. The force concentrated at the compressive zone 
as way of improving serviceability, long term deflections and to provide support for stirrups throughout the beam when the system 
is subjected to serviceability limit state.  

Conclusion
The dynamic response analysis of carbon nanotube has created noble attention globally owing to their excellent potential properties 
and application in fields of nanoscience, mechanical, electrical, materials science, reinforced composite structure and engineering 
construction since the evolution of the tiny materials decades ago. In this study, vibration of single walled carbon nanotube resting 
on elastic foundation with magnetic and thermal effects under the influence of Casimir force was studied. The governing nonlinear 
model derived using combined Eringen nonlocal theory, Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and Hamilton technique. The resulting 
partial differential equation of motions was converted to duffing equation using step-by-step Galerkin decomposition method. 
Consequently, the duffing equation is solve using analytical solution of homotopy perturbation method (HPM). The results obtained 
from the parametric study show how the magnetic term, thermal, Pasternak type medium, linear Winkler type, nonlinear Winkler 
type, nonlocal parameter, and Casimir force affect the nondimensional amplitude-frequency ratio and dynamic response of the 
system for all the boundary conditions considered. It is important to mention that an augmentation in Casimir force gives higher 
compression on time-deflection curve.
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